AGENDA

What is FITech?
What’s in it for me?
Registration and practicalities
Any other questions
THERE ARE SEVEN UNIVERSITIES OF TECHNOLOGY IN FINLAND. THESE SEVEN
FOUNDED THE FINNISH INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY IN 2017 TOGETHER WITH
EMPLOYEES AND INDUSTRY.
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FOR STUDENTS:

FITECH MEANS INTERESTING EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AS WELL AS ACCESS TO ENGINEERING STUDIES FROM ALL UNIVERSITIES OF TECHNOLOGY
1) THERE ARE PLENTY OF CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERS IN SOUTHWEST FINLAND!
MULTIPLE INDUSTRIES GROWING STRONGLY

- Marine
- Automobile
- Mining machinery
- Pharma/chemical
- ICT

➤ Growth driven by highly interesting international companies. Multitude of jobs also in companies in all parts of value chain!
FOR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, CHECK OUT

[www.atalent.fi](http://www.atalent.fi) for jobs and help finding a job (Tommi Talja, @atalent.fi, 050 307 0913)

[www.fitech.io](http://www.fitech.io) for thesis positions (Heikki Koponen, @fitech.io, 050 517 2674)

[www.tippoint.fi](http://www.tippoint.fi) for jobs (Sami Pietilä, @edumax.fi, 040 503 6292)
2) THERE ARE INTERESTING ONLINE STUDIES YOU CAN ATTEND
CURRENT ACADEMIC OFFERING

MSc programs, minor modules, summer school and individual courses in various fields of technology

- Automation; chemical eng; energy; environmental eng; ICT; marine eng; materials eng; production, operations and project eng; steel eng

Part of offering is available wholly as online studies -> check fitech.io for details!
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“OKAY, I’M INTERESTED. NOW WHAT?”

Check out available courses or MSc thesis positions at: https://fitech.io

To register for courses

• Check the application instructions at fitech.io. Fill in the JOOPAS application for a study right. Register for individual courses.

• Make sure you’ve included the studies in your personal study plan!

To apply for MSc thesis positions

• Check details and contact info at fitech.io. Apply directly at company.
FOR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, CHECK OUT

www.atalent.fi for jobs and help finding a job (Tommi Talja, @atalent.fi, 050 307 0913)

www.fitech.io for thesis positions (Heikki Koponen, @fitech.io, 050 517 2674)

www.tippoint.fi for jobs (Sami Pietilä, @edumax.fi, 040 503 6292)
SAVE THE DATE: NOVEMBER 21

Coming up: Turku Take-Over

• Meet-up with companies from Southwest Finland
• Company visits
• Recruitment fair
• CV clinic

Stay tuned!
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
PLEASE BE IN TOUCH WITH ANY QUESTIONS

Anja Karppinen
Community Designer
anja.karppinen@fitech.io
044 575 0368

Heikki Koponen
Project Director
heikki.koponen@fitech.io
050 517 2674

Pilvi Lempiäinen
Study Service Designer
pilvi.lempiainen@fitech.io
050 464 2083

Tiina Hartikainen
Head of Communication
tiina.hartikainen@fitech.io
050 512 4735